ASSOCIATED STUDENTS OF MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY
GENERAL ASSEMBLY
FIFTIETH SESSION

BILL NO. 50-65
INTRODUCED BY: PERLBERG               SECONDED BY: CONWELL
A BILL TO: Amend the ASMSU Constitution

THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS OF MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY ENACT:
WHEREAS, the alignment between the Associated Students of Michigan State
University and Michigan State University require a change in the ASMSU
governing documents, and
WHEREAS, the current language in the constitution regarding 501(c)(3) status is no
longer relevant therefore be it,
RESOLVED, The General Assembly hereby approves the amendment of the preamble of
the ASMSU Constitution by removing all 501(c)(3) related language; and
be it further resolved
RESOLVED, that the General Assembly refers these changes to the undergraduate
student body to approve, amend, and reaffirm the ASMSU constitution
during the 2014 spring elections.

INTRODUCED ON 02-27-14
REFERRED TO Policy COMMITTEE ON 02-27-14
SPECIAL ACTION TAKEN                               DATE
COMMITTEE ACTION PASSED FAILED VOTE DATE
FINAL ACTION TAKEN PASSED FAILED VOTE DATE

_____________________________              ____________________
PRESIDENT                   VPIA